SKANDINAVIA
AND BEYOND

WHOLESALE PACKAGE TOURS

NORDIC TOURS
FJORD NORWAY AND THE ARCTIC CIRCLE

Highlights:
• Norway in a Nutshell
• Cross the arctic circle by train
• Experience the midnight sun (summer) or northern lights (winter)
• Hurtigruten – the world’s most beautiful sea voyage

Day 1: Arrival in Bergen, where you will spend the night. The colorful wooden houses by the sea are a much photographed attraction with the beautiful mountains in the background.

Day 2: Today you will travel to Oslo, the journey by train, but and boat will take you past some of the absolute highlights of fjord Norway. Hairpin roads, a fjord cruise, the world famous Flåmsbana and the Bergen rail – the scenery will leave you breathless.

Day 3: Free day in Oslo, the capital of Norway. The friendly city offers a wide range of activities for both sunny and rainy days.

Day 4 & 5: Continue your journey by rail, heading north towards Trondheim – the former capital of Norway. The train will pass Gudbrandsdalen and the magnificent Dovrefjell mountain range. Maybe you’ll spot a herd musk ox or reindeer on your way?

Day 6 & 7: Today you will pass the arctic circle. You will travel by train all the way up to the arctic city Bodø, with beautiful views over the sea and the mountains. You will spend the next two nights in Bodø.

Day 7: Board the Hurtigruten, the world’s most beautiful sea voyage and spend 2 nights on board the ship sailing from Bodo to Bergen.
NORDIC CAPITALS

Highlights:
- Explore the Scandinavian Capitals
- Train ride through beautiful scenery of forests and lakes in Sweden
- Possibility to visit Tivoli Gardens, ABBA Museum, Viking ship Museum and much more

Day 1 & 2: Arrive and explore Oslo
Arrive in Norway’s beautiful capital city. Oslo. Oslo is nestled in the fjords surrounded by forest, the city is a combination of old and new architecture. Oslo is the smallest Scandinavian capital and easily explored by foot and public transportation. Highlights include the beautiful Opera House on the waterfront, Akerbrygge Fortress, & Vigelands sculpture park.

Day 3: Oslo – Stockholm by train
Enjoy free time in the morning to continue exploring Oslo, and around noon depart for Stockholm by train. Sit back, relax and absorb some great Swedish scenery through forests and lake lands.

Day 3 & 4: Stockholm
Explore Stockholm: The Venice of the North. Sweden’s capital, built on 14 islands that are connected by 57 bridges, is one of Europe’s most beautiful cities, with an interesting Old Town and some of the best examples of modern Scandinavian design. Highlights include Gamla Stan, The Royal Palace and Stockholm Cathedral.

Day 5: Stockholm – Copenhagen by train
After breakfast at your hotel, depart for Copenhagen by train. Enjoy the 5-hour train ride with scenic views of Southern Sweden on your way to Wonderful Copenhagen.

Day 6: Copenhagen
There are many attractions to see in this cultural city, from Royal Palaces and Castles, to the Opera house and of course the Little Mermaid herself. You can also choose to explore Tivoli Gardens, Carlsberg Brewery, stroll down the many winding streets, enjoy café life or admire the many designer boutiques.

Day 7: Depart Copenhagen

GRAND TOUR OF SCANDINAVIA

Highlights:
- Norway in a Nutshell
- Hurtigruten ferry cruise from Bergen to Trondheim
- Cross the Arctic Circle
- Transportation by train and ferries included
- Experience 4 countries in 23 days

An exclusive 23-day grand tour of Scandinavia experiencing the best of its History and Heritage. Travel through Scandinavia by train and boat, and experience the beautiful nature featuring breath-taking scenery.

Embark on the world renowned Hurtigruten coaster sailing from Bergen to Trondheim, the world’s most beautiful sea voyage.

Explore the four magnificent capitals along with the spectacular Fjordland of Norway. The tour features many UNESCO World Heritage sites along the route. Experience everything Scandinavia has to offer on this magnificent tour.

Each Scandinavian country is very diverse and unique. Norway featuring beautiful Fjords and Mountains. Endless forests, lakes, reindeer, beautiful capital cities, and Lapland are the highlights of Sweden and Finland. Lastly, Denmark is the fairy tale kingdom with the enchanting capital of Copenhagen. “Hygge” otherwise known as coziness, was invented in Denmark.

CLASSIC NORWAY

Highlights:
- See Norway the classical way at your own pace
- Experience the harbour city of Bergen and capital city of Oslo
- Stave Churches, Waterfalls, Ice Caped Mountains

Day 1: Oslo
Arrive in the beautiful Norwegian capital.

Day 2: Oslo – Geilo (220 km)
Drive up through the picturesque valleys and up to the mountain village of Geilo.

Day 3: Geilo – Sogndal (166 km)
Drive cross the mountain plateau with iced peaks and down to the world renowned Sognefjord.

Day 4: Sogndal – Bergen (220 km)
Continue along the amazing Sognefjord with steep ice caped mountains a lot of photo sights. Cross the mountains again before continuing down to the beautiful harbour city Bergen.

Day 5: Bergen
A full day to explore. Visit the Hanseatic Museum, Trollhaugen, the home of the composer Edward Grieg or take the funicular up Mount Fløyen to have a fantastic view of the city.

Day 6: Bergen – Vrådal (326 km)
Cross the mountains and the beautiful Hardangerfjord and continue into Telemark.

Day 7: Telemark
Time to explore this amazing area, maybe drive to Rjukan to see the heavy waterplant famous from WW2 or go on a cruise at the Telemark canal.

Day 8: Vrådal – Oslo (206 km)
On the way across the mountains to Oslo stop and see the Silvermines in Kongsberg or the glassworks at Hadeland.

Day 9: Oslo
A full day to see this magnificent capital. See Vigelandsparken with all the amazing sculptures. Visit the Viking Museum or the Kontiki Museum.

Day 10: Oslo
Departure Oslo.
ICELAND GETAWAY

Highlights:
- The Blue Lagoon
- The Golden Circle – National Park Thingvellir, waterfall Gullfoss and the Geysers
- Reykjavik – the world’s most northern capital
- Game of Thrones Excursion
- Whale Safari
- Horses and Hot Springs
- Jökulsárlón

Iceland is the country of contrasts, the ever-changing landscape continues to amaze while driving past mysterious lava formations, some of the world’s largest waterfalls, glaciers, volcanos, black sand beaches, and the endless stretches of emptiness. The capital Reykjavik is the world’s most northern capital, located just below the arctic circle. The relatively small capital is a modern city with a wide variety of sights and activities.

This 5-day getaway is a get a great introduction to the land of fire and ice, and you’ll get to experience some of the absolute highlights of the country.

Reykjavik will be your base station for the coming days. From there you can go on a wide variety of excursions as hiking on a glacier or volcano, whale watching, horse riding on a real Iceland horse, ATV tours or a visit to the famous Blue Lagoon. Let us know about your wishes and we’ll create your dream holiday.

STAVANGER AND PULPIT ROCK

Highlights:
- Flåmsbana
- Fjord cruise Nærøyfjord & Sognefjord
- Pulpit Rock
- Oslo, Bergen & Stavanger
- 7 nights/8 days

If you wish to tick off some of the must-sees in Norway without having to drive a car, this is the trip to go on. Starting in Oslo, the capital in Norway where you can spend your free day exploring the city and its attractions. On day three you will board the train to Myrdal, from where one of the most beautiful train ride in the world leaves – Flåmsbana. Starting high up in the mountains the train will descent to Flåm, running through spectacular scenery with mighty mountains and foaming waterfalls. In Flåm you will board a ferry to Balestrand which is located on the other side of the magnificent Nærøyfjord where you will stay in the historical Kviknes hotel, beautifully located beside the Sognefjord.

Board another ferry for a beautiful fjord cruise to Bergen. Bergen is a picturesque town with its colorful wooden houses, harbor and cozy city center. On your free day, you can take a small train up to Mount Fløyen for the best view over Bergen. From Bergen, you’ll take another ferry to Stavanger – the country is known for its many lakes and long coastline after all.

Included in this package is a day excursion to the well-known Pulpit rock consisting transportation to the starting point of the hike by cruise/coach, from where you independently can hike the 6km to the pulp rock (moderate demanding hike). The next day you can rest your legs on the train to Kristiansand, watching the beautiful scenery glide by. Kristiansand is your last stop before returning to Oslo to catch your flight home/onwards.

ARCTIC EXPERIENCE IN TROMSØ

Highlights:
- Aurora Borealis – The Northern Lights
- Northern Lights cruise and whale safari
- Husky safari
- Midnight concert in The Arctic Cathedral
- Snowshoe Hiking and Reindeer Feeding
- The Polar Museum
- The largest city North of the Arctic Circle
- Visit the World’s most Northern Brewery – Mack

During the Winter season, Northern Norway is transformed into a magical winter paradise covered by snow. That’s why it is wonderful to spend a few days experiencing the cozy town of Tromsø also known as the door to the arctic. This vibrant metropole, and the largest city north of the Arctic Circle offers plenty of winter activities.

Tromsø offers good possibilities to see the Northern Lights also known as Aurora Borealis – October, February and March are the best months. Often you will see 3 green bands in the night sky, sometimes with a slight rose on the border and deep violet in the middle. During strong activity, the Northern Light can explore for a couple of minutes and take the form of a corona and in the next minutes it’s all over and you ask yourselves if you just witnessed an arctic illusion. Tromsø is easily accessible by Hurtigruten, by air and train and bus. This is the perfect opportunity to combine and small city break and pick and choose which extra activities you want to experience – there is something for everyone!
Do you have a special interest group like architecture, gardening, agriculture, or sports – then don’t hesitate to contact us with these special requests. You name it, we make it!

It is getting more and more popular to experience the north as individuals – so why not try our FIT or Self Drive tours in Scandinavia with pre-booked hotels.

For a full personalised itemized itinerary, complete with terms and conditions please contact us.

You really only need one partner for the whole of the North – NORDIC TOURS!

For the whole of the north – and for all our neighbouring countries in northern Europe – you really only need one partner. Our team always focus on new ideas and innovation; this is how we work at NORDIC TOURS.

We are pleased to present our new leaflet for tour operators. We have gathered some of our best selling and unique tours throughout Scandinavia and the Baltic countries for both group, FIT and Self Drive tours. Also new is city breaks in the Scandinavian and Baltic Capitals. Individual City breaks are becoming increasingly popular so why not explore one or even several capitals on a combined tour! In Great Britain we have plenty to choose from - like a visit to Romantic Southern England or the Highlands of Scotland. We are also experts in the Baltic area, Holland and Berlin. You can also in connection with cruises, book shore excursions, local guides and transfers.

Do you have a special interest group like architecture, gardening, agriculture, or sports – then don’t hesitate to contact us with these special requests. You name it, we make it!

It is getting more and more popular to experience the north as individuals – so why not try our FIT or Self Drive tours in Scandinavia with pre-booked hotels.

For a full personalised itemized itinerary, complete with terms and conditions please contact us.

You really only need one partner for the whole of the North – NORDIC TOURS!
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